Session 8:
Public Relations
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The Face of the Organization

• The president is the face of the
organization. Public relations are the
external communications of the chapter
and ultimately are the responsibility of the
President.
• While the External VP, project chairs, or
other officers may publicize projects or
events, the President should oversee
communications that go out from the
chapter to ensure that the message is
consistent and represents the chapter
appropriately.
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Public Relations:
Groups to Engage
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PR: Government

• Engaging the local government is a good
option to establish credibility for your
organization and create partnerships. You
will need to consult with them as you use
the Active Citizens Framework as well.
• Keeping them aware of your chapter and
your programming can be beneficial in
identifying opportunities and resources.
• Publicizing the impactful projects you do
with your local government can be
mutually beneficial.
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PR: Chamber of Commerce

• Sending your external communications to
your local Chamber of Commerce is an
effective way to reach multiple business
owners in your community.
• They may become partners or supporters
for your programming/ projects.
• They may also agree to provide you more
opportunities for publicizing your events,
sharing with their networks, or agreeing to
post or advertise your events in their
office.
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PR: Schools

• Sending your external communications to your
local schools is an effective way to reach
parents in your community.
– This is particularly useful when projects focus on
education, children, or school resources.

• Schools can provide support, resources,
volunteers, and sometimes even skilled project
teams (e.g. media studies, auto shop, etc.).
• They may also agree to provide you more
opportunities for recruiting teachers or parents.
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PR: Service Organizations

• Other service organizations can be a great
place to send your external communications.
Often, they are aligned in seeking to create
positive change and can be a resource for
collaboration.
• Making other service organizations aware of
your programming may lead to future
partnerships, new recruits, and cooperative
project opportunities as well.
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PR: Church Groups

• Church groups of all faiths may be a place
to share your external communication.
They often have a large, devoted group of
people who may share interests in making
your community better.
• Church group’s values generally align with
the JCI mission. Their congregation may
be interested in the events your chapter
offers and potentially membership for
those that fit within our restrictions.
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PR: Media Outlets

• Media outlets are a very common target of
public relations efforts. Cultivating
relationships with local news outlets – such
as paper, television, and radio - can get your
programming out to a large population.
• Be sure to send press releases about your
recent past events, as well as those
advertising future events. Building up
community awareness of the things you do
helps your reputation, and can make your
projects into successful signature ventures.
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PR: Special Interest Groups

• Special interest groups are an underutilized
source for public relations. Sending a press
release to a special interest group can often
generate great publicity within their
organizations.
– For example: If you are running a Community
Garden Project and want volunteers on a
specific day, consider sending a press release to
local environmental groups or sustainable
agriculture groups for dissemination.

• These groups are not always political in
nature. They often rally around social issues.
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PR: Citizens

• Public relations efforts can be directed to
the general public as well. This may involve
direct mailings about your upcoming
events, handouts, leaflets, or invitations to
participate in chapter projects.
• Outside of mail or door-to-door efforts,
posters or flyers in public places (e.g.
Starbucks community boards), billboard
advertisements, or even directly addressing
citizens personally can be effective public
relations strategies.
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Public
Relations
Strategy:
How To
Engage
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Strategy: Attend Meetings

• Attend public, government, community,
and other organizational meetings. Make
connections with leadership, and if
appropriate, ask for the opportunity to
share your organization or event.
• Most community meetings have a time at
the end for public comments. This is
where you may speak about upcoming
events that may be of interest.
• Participating in community meetings also
makes your organization more visible.
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Strategy: Schedule
1-1 time
with Leadership

• Take the opportunity to schedule 1:1
meetings with your community and
organizational leadership when possible.
• Creating positive impact in our
communities is the hallmark of JCI.
Creating positive relationships with
community leaders will help you in this
endeavor.
• Building relationships with community
leaders may increase your visibility and
allow you to create partnerships.
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Strategy: Invite Them to
Projects or Events

• Invite community leaders - government,
business, other organizations - to attend your
events. Make the invitations personal and
appealing to the audience.
• Sometimes the best advertising of your
programming that you can do is offering
people the chance to experience it firsthand.
• This creates a personal connection between
the publics and the programming you offer,
which may create future personal buy-in and
support.
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Strategy:
Include
Publics on
External
Messages

• Create a contact list with all external
supporters, groups, community leaders,
media representatives, and people outside
your chapter that may be a valuable ally in
sharing your messages.
• Send a monthly newsletter or email blast
to keep them updated and informed.
Follow up with phone calls or visits if it is a
person of significant influence.
• If you have the ability, send the influencers
personal invitations via mail as well.
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Public Relations Outreach:
Managing External Communication
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Outreach: Website

• Maintain and update a public website. Many
options exist for low-cost or even free website
builders that are simple to use and manage.
• Ask for help! This is a great opportunity to tap
in to one of your members skills, or recruit a
member if no one has web design experience.
• Make sure that at a minimum you have:
– Chapter information
– Recent pictures of your events
– Contact information and ways to connect
– Days and times of your General Meetings
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Outreach: Public Calendar

• Maintain and update a public calendar with
your upcoming public events. You may be
able to link it or post it on your public
website as well. Many website templates
include the ability to embed calendar
widgets in your pages.
• Make sure your calendar is accurate! There
is nothing worse than not updating your
public information and having someone
show up on the wrong day or time.
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Outreach: Email Newsletter

• Email newsletters are an inexpensive or
cost-free way to send updates to large
groups of people.
• Email template services, such as
MailChimp, can help you better
understand who is opening your emails
and is interested in your PR messages.
• Try to send newsletters no more then once
a month. Depending on the information
you plan on including, you may even just
do quarterly communications.
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Outreach: Social Media

• Maintain and update a public social media
page. The most common choice is
Facebook, but you can use a variety of
social media to target different audiences.
• This is another great opportunity to help
members develop marketing skills. Ask
them to manage postings and the page.
– Make sure you have an established social
media policy on what can and cannot be
posted. It should also outline what kind of
public comment posting is allowed.
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Outreach:
Press
Releases

• Press releases are most commonly sent to
news outlets, but can be sent to any of the
groups we covered earlier in the module.
• They are usually a one-page article written
about an upcoming or recently completed
event. Add quotes to make an impact.
• Adding a photo that you would want
published and contact information where
someone can be reached for further
inquiry helps to ensure your press release
will be effective and published.
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Outreach: Press Packets

• A press packet is like a resume for your
chapter or organization. A well designed
press packet can be a fantastic marketing
and PR piece.
• It should include basic information about
your chapter, contact information for
officers, pictures, and other marketing
materials that provide additional information
to the press or public.
• It can be a physical packet or a digital
packet that can be downloaded or emailed.
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Outreach: Press Conference

• Press conferences are generally reserved
for only the largest of events. This is
where a chapter invites all local media
outlets to one place to share important
news and field questions.
• Pre-write and practice a short statement
about your project in case you are asked
to describe it. This can help you combat
nerves before you are on camera or mic.
• Try to anticipate common questions and
have responses prepared.
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Outreach:
Public Address

• A public address is a speech or statement
delivered directly to the public. These are
mostly given by the President, or other
chapter officer.
• Public addresses are commonly given at
the end of a public meeting. In some
cases, an officer may be invited to give an
address at another community
organization’s meeting or event.
• A public address should have a purpose e.g. persuade, inform, etc.
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Best Practices
for PR
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Best Practice: Maintain a
Professional Perception

• Always maintain a professional perception
when interacting with the public and media.
Officers and members not only represent
their local chapter, they also represent the
brand of an international organization and
every member who wears a JCI badge.
• Maintaining a professional image adds
credibility to the local chapter and
encourages more people to further engage
your brand and events.
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Best Practices:
Consistent Branding,
Year After Year…

• How will the public know a chapter, if each
year it changes it’s look? Officers come and
go, but a brand should stretch administrations.
• Maintaining consistent colors, slogans,
marketing materials, and messaging annually
builds recognition and reputation within your
community. Fortune 500 companies seldom
change their brand, and certainly not annually.
• It’s ok to have an individual personality in your
chapter, but make it consistent and
complimentary, not reinventing the wheel.
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Best Practice: Select the
Right Audience

• Make sure you are selecting the right
audience for the type of public relations
effort you are executing. Certain
communications should be targeted
towards certain groups.
• Communicating with current members or
even alumni may be different then the way
you would communicate with the public.
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Best Practice:
Be Considerate
of Time

• Be considerate of your audiences’ time.
– If asked for short remarks, keep it short!
– Media people are often on deadlines…If you
respect them, they will respect you.

• Keep this in mind even outside of public
address. If asked for a one page press
release, keep it to one page.
• Make sure even your digital communications
are long enough to communicate necessary
information, but short enough to be easily
readable by your audience.
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Best Practice: If
You Cannot Make It,
Delegate!

• If invited to take part in a public meeting,
interview, press opportunity, or even
speak at another organization’s event and
you are unavailable, ask if another officer
may go in your place. Don’t leave the
opportunity on the table.
– Providing a proxy still respects the group or
person who made the invitation and makes
sure you still have representation.
– It can also be a way to develop skills and
growth in other members of your chapter.
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In Summary...

• Public relations includes the external outreach
of a chapter and oversight is often the
responsibility of the President.
• However, while the President is the face of
the organization, all members are responsible
for maintaining a positive public image.
• There are numerous way to engage many
different groups within your community.
Utilizing a variety of outreach tools and PR
best practices can make your efforts more
effective.
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Stay tuned for Session 9 where
we will explore Managing Crisis!
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